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Songs about unusual natural phenomena or 
natural disasters like earthquakes, floods, 
fire or appearance of comets, belong to the 
oldest broadside ballads. They perform the 
role of „historical news“ and – consequently 
– they have their place among similar works. 

The dominance of the nature over a human 
life was demonstrated also in pieces 
narrating about mining accidents, famines, 
the plague etc., and also in polythematic
songs culminating in a general moral advice. 

Nevertheless, these ballads are not the most 
frequent ones: the readers found them 
attractive, still the stories about crimes, 
human wickedness or about war hardships 
prevail over them.



The role of the songs describing natural 
disasters was to inform the listeners about 
extraordinary events as well as to amuse 
them, to tell a curious and attractive story.
Even in the cases when the author was an 
eye-witness of the event, the work was 
always built up like a fictional story which 
was necessary when the author knew the 
topic of the narration only by hearsay. 
František Kutnar, a historian, even came 
to the conclusion that broadside ballads 
tell us more about the narrating subject 
and its surroundings then about the events 
and historical facts.



The audience of the broadside ballads 
were yearning for sensations and for 
real-life, current affairs. The tendency to 
focus on topical issues grew stronger at 
the turn of the 18th and 19th century 
along with the rising availability of 
newspapers and magazines. 

The periodical press was not 
widespread among folk readers at the 
time yet; still, many of them were quite 
well familiarised with various spheres 
of the literary production. 

At the same time, even more people 
were influenced by growing national 
awareness and they started to prefer 
new and ambitious Czech literary 
projects to the broadside ballads.



Daily journalism in the form of 
newspaper articles on common 
events or daily chronicles wasn´t the 
only rival of the genre of broadside 
ballads; new Czech magazines 
published also poems on important 
social and political occurrence affairs 
or on important scientific or literary 
feats.
Poetic works on topical events of the 
time were usually situated on 
a title page though we can find them 
also inside the issues of various 
magazines. On the other hand, texts 
about natural disasters were placed 
like that rarely (and rather 
surprisingly).

←
The occasional poetry in Květy, 1835



The composition and the means of expression of the 
newspaper poems were obviously adopted from the genre of 
broadside ballads but the influence of new Czech poetry is 
also detectable in these works. 
In the early phase of Czech National Revival, poets were quite 
often inspired by the wildness of nature and by the 
manifestation of the power of the elements:

”Básně v řeči vázané“ (an almanac published by Václav Thám
in 1785) contains  the poem BOUŘKA (”The Thunderstorm“) 
composed by TOMÁŠ PAVELKA. Its way of speaking is 
expressive and exaggerated, some sequences were meant to 
give readers a fright.

The poem POVĚTŘÍ (”The Air“, written by TOMÁŠ MNICH,  
published in 1798 in 3rd volume of Puchmajer´s almanac 
”Nové básně”) leaves similar impression. Mnich ended up his 
work with a moral advice in the manner of the broadside 
ballads.

FRANTIŠEK DOBROMYSL TRNKA used the same subject 
matter in the poem HROMOBITÍ (”The Peal of Thunder“, 
collection of poems ”Vesna“, 1821).



The echo of broadside ballads sounds in all 
the works of art mentioned above; however, 
their basic characteristic is very different: 
their world is based on imagination. By 
contrast, the broadside ballads obligatorily 
refer to specific historical events. 

When poets entered the conventional area 
of the broadside ballads, they adopted 
a repertory of the traditional genre, 
intentionally or unwittingly, using the same 
or very similar composition and means of 
expression. They also focused on the high-
profiled moments of the story provoking 
emotional reactions in the readers or 
listeners. Finally, they tried to make contact 
with the target audience and to express 
a moral appeal.



Example Nr. 1. Jan Sudiprav Rettig: 
”Popsání ohně v městečku Kyšperku dne
3. května 1824” (”The Description of the 
Fire in the Town of Kyšperk on May 2, 
1824“). 

Published in Čechoslav shortly after the 
tragedy. 

Theme: Kyšperk (today Letohrad, Eastern 
Bohemia) was seriously damaged by the 
fire: almost 80 buildings in the square and 
in the nearby street got burned down. 

Rettig probably witnessed the accident or 
at least he experienced the impact of the 
fire on the town and its inhabitants 
personally. At that time, he was already an 
well-known  author of occasional poetry.



The title of the Rettig´s poem seems 
to indicate that a ”reportage in verse“ 
is going to come: a reader expects 
a detailed description of the destructive 
fire and of the fight against it. 
However, the text shows the opposite 
tendency: it offers a more general view 
of the incident. Every strophe presents 
an image of a particular phase of the 
event. The details are of little 
consequence.

←
Jan Alois Sudiprav Rettig (1774 -1844)



The images come in a chronological 
order. The first scene (a sight from 
the distance) makes us anticipate the 
tragedy. The second strophe adds 
a visual and hearing perception but 
the description of the spread of fire is 
yet to come in two following strophes 
and it culminates in the moment 
when the bells and the tower fall 
down. Two final strophes deal with 
the depressive impact of the natural 
disaster on the town and the readers 
are encouraged to help.

←
The cover of the Čechoslav, 1824



The text lacks the historical details 
about the event but the composition 
of the poem keeps the usual story order 
of the broadside ballads. Furthermore –
the author expressed his sympathy and 
appealed to the audience in order to 
draw their attention to the hard-luck 
story. 

We can speculate if the poet copied the 
narrative structure of broadside ballads 
unconsciously or if he used the 
common scheme of popular songs 
intentionally – to gain the favour of the 
wide audience. The second option 
seems to be right.



Example Nr. 2. Josef Vojtěch
Sedláček: ”Věž plzenská bleskem
strávená dne 6. unora 1835” 
(”The Tower of Pilsen Digested 
by the Lightning on February 6, 
1835“). Published in Česká včela
24. 2. 1835. 

Theme: Extraordinary winter 
thunderstorm lit the roof of the 
tower of St. Bartholomew´s 
cathedral in Pilsen and the bells 
melt in the fire.



Sedláček was familiar with Czech 
popular reading. However, at the 
time when he wrote this poem, the 
broadside ballads started to leave 
their place in the public life being 
replaced by a new genre –
”společenská píseň” (“community 
song”).

In his work Sedláček connected the 
traditional means of the broadside 
ballads as well as allegoric scenes 
and metaphorical expressions 
typical of the patriotic lyrical poetry.

←
Josef Vojtěch Sedláček (1785-1836)



In the broadside ballads, the people 
afflicted by an accident usually 
stand for a collective protagonist. 
They play the main role and the 
listeners or readers are allowed 
to identify with them and feel the 
sympathy. In Sedláček´s poem, on 
the other hand, the personificated
building of the church gets into the 
spotlight of the work while the 
inhabitants of Pilsen make just 
passive staffage. The compassion of 
the audience is supposed to be 
directed to the damaged tower. 
In colourful, dramatic images, the 
author compares the fire to a furious 
rage of inferno. Emotions are 
provoked also by frequent 
exclamations and interjections.



According to the subtitle, the poem was recited 
in the Pilsen theatre on February 22, 1835. 
It was published shortly afterwards but the oral 
presentation was definitely planned as the 
primary way of publication.  The structure of 
text was adapted on the ground of it. The first, 
wordy part of the poem is composed from the 
point of view of a passive observer. 
After a sharp turn it changes into an 
exclamation in the first-person narrative. The 
poet speaks to the church bells and asks God 
for help; nevertheless, the human effort is also 
celebrated. In the end the author appeals to the 
readers and listeners for active help, introduces 
his vision of the renovated cathedral and 
praises those who are going to participate on it. 
The mention of the church as of the “glorious 
seat of Bohemians“ together with comparing 
the poet´s contemporaries to their famous 
ancestors bring this poem closer to the 
patriotic-agitation poetry.



Both the examples of the Czech National Revival 
poetry we talked about were evidently inspired by 
the genre of broadside ballads. They involved both 
drama and sentiment but they also evoked a touch 
of nobility and respect instead of sensationalism. 

Rettig and Sedláček arrived at two various targets: 
Rettig gave the evidence of the abilities of new 
Czech poetry and he converted one of the traditional 
themes of the broadside ballads into the work of art. 
He focused his attention on more sophisticated 
readers and he offered them esthetical experience 
instead of sensational reporting. 

Sedláček, ten years later, attempted to direct his 
listeners and readers to an active and practical 
response. In his work he merged miscellaneous 
literary genres and influences without any selection: 
expressive phrases and an accent on emotions keep 
the religious and patriotic text closer to the 
broadside ballads.
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